RAWE - STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE IN EVERYTHING WE DO

Highlands Knowledge badge

Complete 10
out of the Highlands Knowledge Badge. This badge is worth two
academic points on your CV. If you need help, go and ask one of the academic
captains/deputy captains. This badge can be signed off by your classroom teacher.
Design a front cover of a school Newspaper. Display it on A3
and write a few short sentences about why you chose this
Add colour and think creatively. Don't copy an already made
one.
Make a new slideshow for assembly. Must include National
anthem lyrics and waiata (Karakia,etc.)
Make a Kahoot quiz on a teacher of your choice. Add
interesting questions you want to know about them.
Minimum of 20 questions.Play it with your class. You can
interview teacher if needed.
Design a poster that explains the school values and why
people should come to this school. Add quotes, colour and
bold letters.
Program a fun game on scratch. It has to be fully functioning.
Must include obstacles for the character and at least 2
characters.
Design what you would like your classroom to look like in a
shoe box. Scale model. Include the colours, desk
arrangements, etc.
Write a short story that could be put in a newsletter. Make
sure that it makes sense!
This can be fiction or non-fiction.
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Write a persuasive speech on why people should come to
Highlands. 2 mins minimum. And record you saying it.

If highlands wasn't called highlands what would it be called
and why? Write a short essay explaining your answer. Use
creativity.

Write an short essay on what the RAWE way is and what it
means to the school. At least 1 page.

Choose a book of your choice and re-design the front cover.
*Come up with a new title, new image and new
presentation.
Make a poster about the New Zealand native birds/plants.
Include images, drawings and lots of colour!

Memorize 20 digits of the number pi. (search up if needed.)
Then video yourself reciting off these numbers and show it to
Mr. Sleep
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